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INTRODUCTION

ln order to govem globalization, countries need to reconcile natuıal resource management aıd concem for
the environment with the need to have more growth and employment. This is particularly important in the case
of food supply chain management, a5 envilonment pollution and climate change do threaten agriculture
productivity [1].

For many producG, a decision about supply chain strategy involves a choice between responsiveness aıd
efficiency. The appropriate choice depends on how the product changes in value over the time interval
between production and delivery to the customer [2]. At this point, perishable foods aıe become more
important üan the other products (non-perishable). So, production aıd logistics facilities in the supply chain
of perishable goods are situated between üe origin and the supply market or in a part of the latter. Any
changes in time-distance or temperature in the chain could increase the costs or cause the net present Value of
the activities and their added value in the supply chain to be perturbed [3].

Equipments arıd processes used to keep perishabIe products in a conditioned environment are referred to
as a "cold chain". The co|d chain starts at farm )evel (harvest methods, pre-cooling) and continues through to
the lırst handling, processing, distribution and finally to the consumer level (cooling practices and behaviour)
[4]. Most food products are perishable and their shelf life can be greatly affected by tempeıatue conditions in
the supply chain: time/temperatuıe contol becomes a critical issue in fresh food logistics, and üe efficient
aıd effective tracking of cold chain conditions is one ofthe main points to be addressed [5].

This paper wishes to take attention into cold supply chain maıagement and give information for readers
and researchers. This study will focus cold supply chain management for perishable foods transportation. It
reveals that the consumers do not have adequate awareness about refrigeration practices or consider them
selves responsible for maintaining cold chain and food safe§.
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COLD SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT FOR PERISIIABLE FOODS
TRANSPORTATION: A REVIEW AND PERSPECTryES

Turan Paksoy ] 

, Eren özceylan 2

Ab§ıract In order to geİ maimum profit from supply chains, enterprises need to manage ıheir resources
and conceın for the enyironment wilh lhe need lo hcıve mare growlh. This is more signifcanl in the case of
perishable food transportalion, as enııironment pollulion and climale change do threalen agriculture
producliııily. Because of lhe precisions of perishable foods such as produce, meat, fish, milk and more,
transportaıion presenıS mony opportunılies along the Supply chain ıhat can lead to contamination or spoilage.
So it is yery importanl lhat providing remorkable cold supply chain management for enıironmenlal sensilive
lo ensure lhe quality and eficiency oflhe product. CoId supply chain management deals wilhfrom lhe poinl of
haryest or processing until it reaches the consumer including pre-cooling, freezing, storing, delivering,
dislribuling and reiailing. This sluğ will Jbcus cold supply chain managemenl for perishable foods
transportation. Especially, this paper reyiey)s the importqnce of cold supply chain from lhe perspectives of
performance fuclors such aS ıransporıaıion modes, refrigerating SySıemS, SuPPorting lechnologies, risk
aSSeSSment factars, and lemperature monitoring etc., on designing lo networks for cold chain transPorıatiol1.
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Due to the increasing fbod salety regulations and consuııers' awarcncss regarding food consumptiolr, the

study ofıhe food chain or agri-food chain recently has captüe moıe attention in the areas of food scienc: and

engineering, and supply chain management.
oliva and Revetria [6] study different technologies like RFID or TTI caı help to keep the quality of food

under contfol because of this problem is particularly important for meat ploducts, where the cold ,:hain

management plays a strategic role for thc quality of the product arriving to the consumers' lıoınc. Monlanari

[5] indicated the optimal configuration of a cold chain in terms of technolo5ı and management when RTl'l) is
employed for tracking products thfough the cold chain. To üis purpose, firstly boundary conditions and food
requirements are identified, secondly, depending on the technolory, two cold chain management systems are

proposed, and üiıdly a feasibility aıalysis is caıTied out to assess the economic, tactical and strategİc

implications of the models proposed. Finally, a case study based on fruit products is presented. Görçüı| and

Saygılı [3] focus on food logistics and transportations on the light of intemational rules and regulations reIated

with transportation and stocking of food products as international standards, equipments. Esper;ially
Iefrigeıating systems ale analyzed as cryogenic refrigerating systems, mechaıic refrigerating systems aııl ice.

Ruteri aıd Xu [7]' study, SCM in the food industry sector was studied in a qualitative survey covered 23 food
processing fiıms in Tanzania, with the purposes of identifying the existing suppIy chain operation, knowJedge

of SCM concept and challenges facing üe sector. The findings of the study suggest üat a lot of efforts need to

be addressed to ensule that food processors benefit from SCM concept. The understanding of SCM concept
among the processors seems to be low, thus, hindering them from taping up the advantages that SCM concept
offer. Kundakçı and Ergönül [8] mention refrigeration facilities in fishery products industry, refrigerz.tion,

refrigerated storage aırd frozen storage of fishery products in their study. Vacuum packaging in fishery
industry, processing methods of processed fishery products like surumi, fish sausage, fish salami and fish
burger and their refrigerated and frozen storage methods were clarified. Blackbum and Scudder [2] exa nine
supply chain design stlategies foı a specific type of perishable product-lresh produce, using melons and sweet

corn as examples. Using the product's marğnal value of time, the rate at whİch the product loses va|ııe over
time in the supply chain, they show that the applopriate model to minimize lost value in the supply chairı is a
hybrid of a responsive model from postharvest to cooling, followed by an efficient model in the remainder of
the chain. Rong et al. [9] integrate food quality in decision-making on pıoduction and distribution in a food
supply chain. They provide a methodology to model food qualiğ degradation in such a way that it can be

integrated in a mixed-integer linear programming model used for production and distribution planning. The

resulting model is applied in a case study, aıd can be used to design aıd operale food distribution syst:ıı-ıs,

using both food quality and cost criteria. Ahumada and Villalobos Il0] review the ııain contributions iı the

field of production and distribution plaııning for agri-foods based on agricultural crops. They fıcus
particularly on those models that have been successfully implemented. The models are classified accordirıg to

relevaıt features, such as üe optimization approaches used, the type of cıops modelled and the scope o I the

plans, among many others. Through theiı analysis of the current state of the research, they diagnose soırıe of
the fufure requirements for modelling the supply chain of agri-foods. Joshi et al. [4] attempted to stud}' the

awaıeness, behaviour and practices aı,ıong Indian consumers, regarding maintenance of cold chain liom
retailer's place to home and at hoııes within thc fran,ıework of food safety. A sample of 524 consumers is

taken in total. The study is conducted at 12 retail stores and through household visits in three state capitals in
India. The 51udy reveals that the consumels do not have adequate awareness about refrigeration practic(rs oI

consider them selves responsible for maintaining cold chain and food safefy. In Kuo and Chen [11]' stucty, a
logistics service n,ıodel based on the advancement of the Multi-Temperature Joint Distribution System (Fig.

1), namely MTJD, is being proposed for the food cold chain. The proposed service model facililates
inıovation in logistics services and gives the logistics sector a competitive advantage in the area of theımal
protection for peıishable shipments and temperatue sensitive pıoducts. Smaller shipments and tiırely
deliveries offer unique challenges when operating a cold chain. A case study is perfoımed by using the

regulative cycle. MTJD provides a new scheme for continuously tempelature controlled logistics, which can
jointly deliver aıd store ınulti-temperature goods.
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An Example of MTJD [1l]

FOOD and COLD SUPPLY CHAIN
Bettel management of supply inputs and timely delivery of products and services at the lowest possible

cost are effective pıactices for achieving sustainable business success. Supply chain management integlates
suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, and customers to meet final consumer needs arıd expectationS
efficiently and effectively Il2].

The İerm food chain (Fig.2) İefers to the total Supply pıocess from agriculfural pıoduction, harvest or
slaughter, through primary production and/or manufacturing, to storage and distribution, to retail sale or use in
catering and by consumers [11].

FIGIRE 2
Food Supply Chain I l3]

The agrifood supply chain possesses several characteristics such as shelf life constraints for raw materials
and perishabili§ of products, long production throughput time, seasonality in pıoduction, necessity of
conditioned transportation and storage, safe§ concems, and so on. Due to the increasing food safe§
regulations and consumers' awaİeness regarding food safety, the study of the food chain or agri-food chain
recently has capture more attention in the areas of food science and engineering, aırd supply chain
management Il 1].

Consumer awareness of food safety and govemment food safe§ regulations are the major driving forces
behind cold chain development. Cold chain issues have continued to be seriously addressed in the food
industry and academia in lecent yeals. In tempelatuıe sensitive and perishable products logistics, a special
type of supply chain management has been established, named cold chain management [11]. In the last
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decade, the incidence of food bome disease has incıeased in Europe, despite the introduction of Practice and

Hazard Analysis of Critical Control Point (rLACCP) and the proliferation of food safety regulations. 'I'he

increasing intemational competition in food manufacture and trade, İhe Stricter consumel demands a;ıd lhe

social chaıges, çombined to the recent food bome outbrea]<s stress the need for more effective food quality

and assurance systems [6].
The global market of reftigerated products and prepared meals is increasing rapidly due to the mltin

drivers of globalization I l4] :

. decreasing tariffs (WTO, GATT),

. permaıent improvement of transportation efficiency (the emergence of air travel, induced traffic on

the new highways, faster ocean crossings, etc.),
ı development of communication and information techıolory,
. and development ofcold chains techıiques.

The food industry is the leading manufactuıing sector in Europe, in terms of tüım over, value addt:d,

employment aıd number of companies. Its tum över was 836 billion Euros in 2005 and it employed neaı'ly

four million people. Although food industry has a major impact on our lives and economy, it is largely maCe

up of small companies. Of the 283000 food compaııies in Europe, oyeı 99o/o are SMEs (Small and Medirırn

Enterprises). These SMEs generate aImost half of the industry's lood aıd drink furnover and eınploy oıer
610/o of lhe workforce [1]. These SMEs may outsoufce üeiı food logistics to 3PLs in order to focus on thı:ir

foodservice specialty and to feduce the logistics cost. The focus on logistics has shifted from manufacturt:r-

oriented to consumer_oriented. The transportation cost is increasing because the number of deliveries to

customels is greater than ever, while the shipment size and the delivery time continue to shrink. Therefore, it

is necessary to develop cost effective and mass_customized logistics Services in the food chain Il l ].

The International Institute of Refrigeration estimate that, in theory, if developing countries couId acquire

the same level of ıefrigerated equipment as üat in industrialized countries, over 200 million tonnes of
perishable foods would be preserved, this being roughly l4% of the crrrrent consumption in these countries

(Table 1) [15].

TABLE 1

Refrigeration Requirements and Losses due to Lack ofRefrigeration Il5]
world

Popuıation
Developed
countries

DeYeloping
countries

Population in 2009 (billion in habitants)
Reliigerated storage capacity (m3/l000 inhabitants)
NumbeI of domestic refıigerators (/1000 inhabitants)
Food losses (all pıoducts) (%)
Losses of ftuit and vegetabtes (%)

6.83
52
1,72

25
35
20

1.23
200

10
15
9

5.60
l9
70
28
40
23Loss ofperi shable foods thıough a lack ofrefrigcration (oZ)

Oliva and Revertria [6] define the key issues for cold chain in the following points:
. Cold chaiıı integrily: that implies maintain and use the correct tempelatule-
. Know the supply cialız: that implies the analysis ofthe characteristics ofthe product flow through the supply

chain from produceı to consumet and identifies / understands the impact of actions (planned and unplanned)

on product tempeIature.
. Food safety: that iınplies maintain perishable product under the corect temperature conditions durirıg

marketing, ensuring food safety as well as the routine temperatue measurement, meeting of time bourıd

temperatuIe criteria.
. Temperature moııitoring: that relies on the checking of supply chain performance, on the identification of
problem areas in the supply chain, on quality maıagement assurance aıd on the adoptİon of an insuran()e

İgainst claim, in order to protect value chain assets. As proposed by 3PLs, there are five major categories in

the temperature control and monitoring for the food supply chain. They include hot food (above 60'C
constantly), fresh food (18 "C constantly), cold food (0 "C to +7 "C), chilled food (-2 "C to +2 "C), frozen foc,d

(below -18 'C), aıd deeply frozen lood (below -30'C) [1l].
. product specificatioıı and handling: based on knowledge in precise terms what customers waıt, on tl.e

trarıslation of such requirements into ploduct and handling specifications guarantee ploper Customel Seıvice
40i
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Level, on the development management and handling procedures to match the specifications and check for
compliance.

These key issues also could be seen in the Figure 3.
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FIGURE 3

Cold Chain Maıagement Il6]

The next section outlines six key factors tlıat play an influential role in the evolution and development of
modem food supply chains [l7].
QuaIiIy: Q|alily is the degree of congıuence between customers' expectations and their realisation. In
wealüier societies in general, consumers want quality and 1ower prices. Nevertheless, thele are difficulties
aıd challenges. For example, regional pıoducers of mutton and lamb may be remote from their customers arıd,
due to a reduçtion in the number of meat processing facilities arıd üe distaıces, over which the meat is
trafısported, üey are also separated from consumers. They include quality assurance schemes, production and
manufacturing to retailers' prolocols arıd the application ofquali§ management systems and staıdards such as
HACCP arıd ISO series.
Technologı: The food supply chain includes a technological dimension. These include accurate weighing,
refrigeration, controlled atmospheric bacterial growth inhibition, pasteulisation, micro-element pollutant
detection, bar coding, electronic recognition of packaging, the use of stabilisers, artificial insemination,
embryo transplantation, precision seeding, environmentally aıd welfare friendly animal housing, and organic
crop and animal production systems.
Logislics: Vaıious researchers have argued that logistics is a key business process that provides increased
customeı satisfaction. It is useful to note that whilst logistics concems primarily the processes of a single firm,
supply chain management also encompasses the eiemal environment of arı orgarıisation and subsequently
includes the eılemal flows of materials, information and revenue between various businesses.
Infoımation lechnologı: Information techıolory applications support the movement of products arıd product
information dissemination in the food chain. For example, the identification of products with bar codes using
optical (electronic) methods such as electronic point of sales (EPoS) (scarıııing) techıolory is employed
widely to identify pıoduct locations in retail warehouses and stores and to record product movement onto and
off vehicles. An example of electronic transmission of information using standard protocols is elechonic data
interchange (EDI) based on a specific standard to co-ordinate various members ofthe supply chain Il8].
The regulatory framework: The food supply chain is affected by the socio-political environment; üe text will
therefore refer to the regulatory framework defined by national and intemational law. This regulatory
ffamewolk reflects increased consumer concems about food safe§, labelling and product traceability.
Consumers: Consumers dıive the supply chain; 'demand chain' would therefore be a more accurate
description when the primary driving force in terms of type, volume, quality aıd value of food supplied is
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considered. Economic analysis is applied to obtain a bettet understanding of consumer behaviour and ar:hieve

extra insight into the strategic direction of change in food consumption. Price elasticity of demand mei§ules
the charıge in demand for goods when thele is a chaıge in pıice; cross price elasticity measures the chaııge Jn

demand for particular goods when the plice of other goods charıges-consumers will substitute one §pe o I food

for arıother. With respect to various consumers and channels, the distribution and delivery services can
primarily be categorized into four divisions, cold logistics, ambient temperature logistics, express and

home delivery and scheduled shuttle transportation. They are described as follows I l9]:

Cold logistics, LTL Aırbieot,teııperınııe
1ogistics custoııers

L\.p-€sscusioİr.-fs slrdtletruck.ülsi§me.s

Refrlgefited drpot Alnbient-telİrp, &pot Eıpıess d.pot Ageıcy

şıh
Refoge.at d tru.ks shü]tde tsu.ks

CONCLUSION

The design ofthe supply chain, and in particular ofthe distribution phase, for fresh-food products, suı:h as

fresh and fresh-cut produce, fruit oI meat, cannot be achieved without considering the perishable nature aüld

the variability ofthe products entering the chain [20].
In üis paper a general framework for describing a food and cold supply chain, a small literature and key

issues to improve the performances of the netwolk preserving the quality of the product are presented. l\fter
the intloduction section, a small litelature is given to clarify the subject. Then the food and co|d supply chain
is emphasized with key issues which affect the chain.

Further research could focus on developing optimization models and the application of the model in a

wide raıge of food industries, and the development of more detailed industry-specific models.
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